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2 brush heads for your One

The One that cleans better

The One in multiple colors
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One up your brushing
Easy-to-switch replaceable brush heads for your new electric One. To keep your

brush fresh, change it every 90 days. Which color is your One?

Better brushing

One charge, one month of brushing

Good vibrations

Multiple colors

A color for every style

Hassle-free

Hassle-free Subscription
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Highlights Specifications

One charge, one month of brush

Charging your One is easy. Just pop off the end

cap, plug in your USB-C cable and wait until the

light indicator stops flashing. With a single

charge, you can brush for 30 days. That's one

month of whiter, brighter smiling.

Good vibrations

Think of the One as a powered version of your

manual toothbrush. Microvibrations and

contoured bristles gently clean and polish your

teeth at the touch of a button.

A color for every style

From Shadow to Shimmer, Snow to Sage, choose

the color to match your style. You can mix and

match the brush head with the handle and

create your own color combination.

Hassle-free Subscription

Maintaining your toothbrush should be easy.

Subscribe to have replacement brush heads

automatically delivered to your home every 90

days. No worries, just great teeth.

 

Items included

Brush heads: 2 Philips One brush heads

Design and finishing

Color: Snow

Technical specifications

Operating time (full to empty): Up to 30 days

Compatibility

Brush head compatibility: Only compatible

with, Philips One handles

 

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions. How?

They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime reliability.
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